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MARCIN KRUPOWICZ & PIOTR LUTOSTAŃSKI

POLAND

SUPPLEMENT 2

Opening 2♦♦♦♦

a) 4-10 PC 6(5)+♥

b) 4-10 PC 5+♠ i 5(4)+♣/♦

Style depends on boxes. Most important in this context is how strong is(are) the main suit(s).

With passed partner wide range possible 1-13 PC.

Answers:

2♥ pass or correct

2♠ pass or correct (suggest ♥ better then ♠)

2NT asking, GF or “cheating” – in second case one must pass the answer

3♣ GF with one or both minors, suggest shortness in one major

3♦ invitation with supports in majors (may be inv. to one major and GF to another one)

3♥ preemptive with supports in both majors

3♠ natural 6(5)+♠, invitation

3NT to play

4♣ asking for transfer to major

4♦ asking for major

4♥/♠ to play

2♦/♥ - 3♣

 ?

3♦ almost always

3♥/♠ one looser suit, even with shortness in partner’s hand

2♦/♥ - 3♣

3♦    -   ?

3♥ 5+♣ GF

3♠ 5+♦ GF

3ba 4+♣, 4+♦ GF (it may be passed)

4♣/♦ 5+♣/♦ 4+♦/♣ GF

2♦ - 2NT

  ?

3♣ 5(4)+♣

3♦ 5(4)+♦

3♥ 6(5)+♥
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Opening 2♥♥♥♥

a) 4-10 PC 6(5)+♠

b) 4-10 PC 5+♥ i 5(4)+♣/♦

Answers:

2♠ pass or correct

2NT asking, GF or “cheating” – in second case one must pass the answer

3♣ GF with one or both minors, suggest shortness in one major

3♦ invitation with supports in majors (may be inv. to one major and GF to another one)

3♥ preemptive with supports in both majors

3♠ natural 6(5)+♠, invitation

3NT to play

4♣ asking for transfer to major

4♦ asking for major

4♥/♠ to play

After 2NT, 3♥ means extreme hand with spades. Other answers are natural. After 3♥ answer,

3♠ is forsing. 

Opening 2♠♠♠♠

a) 7(6)+♥/♠ 6-10(11) PC (nice hand)

b) 4-10 PC 6+♣/♦ (weak suit)

Answers:

2NT asking

3♣/♦  pass or correct

3♥/♠ 5+♥/♠ GF

3NT to play

After opponent interruption, bidding the suit means often: pass or correct, unless this is

irrational interpretation from obvious reasons.

When opening is doubled, pass means: I may play this suit.

Responder redouble is penalty.

Responder doubles are penalty.

After opponents opening 1♣ we play the same way.


